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Abstract 

 

 

 

 

Designing a platform for smart electric vehicle charging 

- a case study in Uppsala, Sweden 

 
Athanasios Nikolopoulos 

 

Εlectric vehicles are replacing the internal combustion engine vehicles rapidly and 

they will dominate the market completely in the next years. The amount of energy 

and power needed to support this new technology is huge. This will increase the 

already high electricity demand of our societies. The electric vehicles can provide a 

solution by using them to transfer energy to any other vehicles or infrastructure in 

combination with electricity management. This can be achieved by controlling the 

electric vehicle chargers and by knowing the exact consumption of the other 

vehicles or infrastructures.  

In Dansmästaren, Uppsala, there is a parking garage with 30 Charge Amps Aura 

charging stations. The same type of charger has been used in order to examine if it 

is possible to extract and update data through programming, as well as its functions 

regarding Vehicle-to-everything (V2X). This thesis presents two Python scripts 

where the first is used to update different functions of the charger and the second 

to get high resolution electricity data and the energy consumption of the charger. 

The collected data is stored in two MySQL database every 30 seconds for future 

use. The data that can be updated by the user immediately, from anywhere and at 

any time. Similarly, the data collection has shown that different charging patterns 

exist and they can be observed by using the data that are generated and saved in 

the databases. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1.  Overview 

In our days, huge amounts of CO2 are released into the environment due to human actions. 

Carbon dioxide absorbs heat and releases it slowly. As a result, Earth's temperature rises. This 

increase makes the glaciers melt and wildfires more often among others. Recent studies show 

that the GHG in the EU has been reduced by 17% since 2005. The target for this sector is to 

achieve a reduction of 90% by 2050 [1]. Worldwide, in 2020, the total CO2 from the transport 

sector and the end-use sectors has reached 37%[2]. According to Eurostat, transportation 

shares 24.6% (2018) of GHG emissions as can be seen in Figure 1. GHG from the transport 

sector includes fossil fuels burned for domestic and international aviation, road transport, 

railways, and domestic navigation. These fossil fuels are mainly based on diesel, gasoline, and 

petroleum-based [3].  

 

 

Figure 1: GHG emissions by sector in the EU, 2018 [3] 

The manufacturers of vehicles, and especially cars, will have to make numerous changes 

towards electrification and low/zero emissions. Tesla as a pioneer in electric vehicles has 

pointed the way forward for the other big companies. Volvo has announced that half of the 

sales worldwide will be 100% electric while the other half will consist of hybrid vehicles by 

2025. In 2030 only electric cars will be produced. Similarly, Mercedez-Benz will invest almost 

no money in gasoline technology by 2025 while it is expected to have only electric cars 

produced. Furthermore, many other companies such as Volkswagen Group, Toyota, and 

BMW have set suchlike targets. The investments towards this new era will include billions of 

US dollars from the manufacturers [4]. 

This rapid increase in electric vehicles has to be considered by other people also. Firstly, the 

companies around the electric energy. This means that generating companies, distribution 
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companies, transmission companies, retailers, market operators, independent system 

operators, regulators, and consumers have to understand how this transmission, from 

gasoline to electric cars, will affect their respective activities. Secondly, new laws have to be 

created regarding even more aspects besides electric cars. The need for energy will increase 

rapidly while society needs to move away from fossil fuels. As a result, more renewables are 

needed, more storage is needed and optimization of the whole energy sector to achieve 

better results. As these cannot happen in a night, numerous problems will occur in terms of 

stability, reliability, and quality.  

In order to contribute to the reduction of these problems, an electric car owner can use the 

direct opposite procedure of charging the vehicle. This concept is well known as Vehicle-to-

grid technology. During this procedure, the vehicle sends energy back to the grid from its 

batteries when there is a need. Therefore, when the electricity demand is high, electric 

vehicles as well as other energy storage, can contribute to the stability of the power grid.   

1.2.  Aims and goals 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the electric vehicle chargers at the car park 

Dansmästaren can be utilized for smart control and vehicle-to-grid operation. Uppsala 

Parkerings AB (UPAB), the municipality's parking company, has teamed up with Uppsala 

University to develop a full-scale commercial vehicle park that also serves as a flexible testing 

ground for mobility research. The research group at the Division of Electricity has developed 

simulations that look at topics such as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and Peak Shaving[5]. It is time 

for these ideas to get tested in a real-world setting using charging stations similar to those 

found at Dansmästaren. Uppsala Parkerings AB has provided two of these charging stations 

to the Department of Electricity. The aim is realized by developing a Python code that can 

achieve the following goals:  

• Basic control – The Python script should be capable of performing basic control of 

the charging stations, such as turning ON or OFF specific charging points and limiting 

the output current. 

• Measurement – The measured data in the charging station should be gathered 

continuously in the Python script.  

• Advanced control - The Python script should be capable of allocating which phase to 

be used by a charging station whilst charging.  

 

1.3.  Assumptions and limitations  
The communication between the server and the charger is assumed to be perfect. Perfect 

means that there are no disconnections between the two devices, there is no lag during the 

data transfer and there are no other malign situations that may affect negatively the 

procedure afterwards. This assumption is essential regarding the data that are obtained and 

updated from the scripts. Moreover, the obtained data are considered reliable and accurate, 

with exception of the “consumption”. This assumption is required and the measurement 

devices on the charger are working properly and there are no fault data. This is a limitation 

as improvement is needed. This can happen by testing with different, external measurement 
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devices and then comparing the obtained data. Also, different vehicle charging, for each 

vehicle type, is assumed and this affects the choice of direct current manipulation over the 

maximum current limit manipulation. Currently, only the manipulation of the maximum 

current limit is happening, but it would be more useful to manipulate the current directly. 

This is useful as every vehicle type (model and brand), may charge differently compared to 

other vehicles. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Overview of electric vehicles 

Electric vehicles (EVs) are characterized by an electric motor for propulsion and a traction 

battery pack. This can be an energy storage system that consists of numerous battery cells 

and is charged from the power grid, by brake energy recuperation, renewable energy sources, 

and recharging points. The batteries are lithium-ion, and mainly, dominate the current market 

but there are other technologies at a research level. The motor, which is a generator, also 

sends electricity to the battery and is used by the generator again at a later time. With these 

in mind as well as if the cars have combustion engines or, if not, how they are charged, the 

EVs are categorized. The main differences between internal combustion engine vehicles and 

EVs can be seen in Table 1. There are three main categories of EVs on the market: Battery 

Electric Vehicles (BEVs), Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs), and Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PHEVs). 

The most important components of these vehicles are presented in Figure 2 [6], [7]. 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1. BEV – Battery Vehicles 

BEVs have a large battery pack and do not use gasoline while there is no internal combustion 

engine. Instead, it contains an electric motor. As the majority of these motors are AC, a 

convertor system converts the DC of the battery into AC. Vehicle charging can occur in two 

ways: 

• From external resources such as power grid or RES. 

• From internal resources such as regenerative braking. 

Table 1: Main differences between Internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV), Hybrid - electric vehicles (HEV), Plug - in 
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and Battery electric vehicles (BEV) 
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Τhe main targets are the battery lifetime, the price, the speed as well as the driving range. 

Currently, they seem to not be a worthy opponent versus the ICEVs. However, year by year 

the number of BEVs is increasing as the benefits of these vehicles are known to reduce the 

environmental impact [8]. 

2.1.2. PHEV – Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles 

The newest category of EVs is the Plug-in Electric vehicles or PHEVs. This technology is a 

combination of BEVs and ICEVs that, not only has an electric engine but also an internal 

combustion engine. Furthermore, the electric part can be charged by an external source. The 

combustion engine is used either to directly power the wheels or to produce electricity and 

store it in the batteries so it can be used later by the motor. A great advantage of the PHEV is 

the ability to change between fuel and electric at any time, depending on the road and the 

speed. The combination of the two engines means that there is emission reduction compared 

with an ICEV. Apart from this, the range is increased compared to a BEV. On the downside, 

two propulsion systems mean double maintenance, higher cost, and no material advantage 

over BEVs [8]. 

2.1.3. HEV – Hybrid Vehicles  

A Hybrid Vehicle (HEV) includes a combustion engine as well as an electric motor. These two 

propulsion systems operate at the same time. The main and also the starting system is the 

combustion engine while the motor plays a supportive/secondary role. This support occurs in 

terms of acceleration and at low speeds where gasoline has low efficiency. The battery is 

charged either from the combustion engine or the regenerative braking, while there is no 

external charging option. A well-known characteristic of these vehicles is the “start-stop” 

system. In this case, when the car stops, the engine turns off and starts again by pressing the 

accelerator. Consequently, there is a reduction in terms of energy consumption. The main 

drawbacks are that it cannot operate without fuel while the cost is higher compared to an 

ICEV or a BEV. In addition to this, saving fuel is not that big to dominate the market [8]. 
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Figure 2: The main components of a Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV), a Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV), and a Hybrid 

Electric Vehicle (HEV) [9] 

 

2.2. Electric vehicle charging and discharging 

The availability of electric chargers is a crucial factor in the development of EVs. An important 

role plays in the needs of each customer. This includes the charging speed, the cost, and 

especially the location this procedure will happen. Charging (G2V) and discharging (V2G, V2B, 

etc.) of EVs can happen in different places. Home charging, public charging, and workplace 

charging are the main locations with the initial being the most common among these three. 

In the opposite procedure, when the vehicle sends the electricity back to the source through 

the charger, a lot of research is happening the last few years. The main concept is the Vehicle-

to-grid (V2G) where energy is pushed back from the EV to the grid. However, there are some 

subcategories which are the Vehicle-to-home (V2H) and the Vehicle-to-building (V2B). The 

newest of all is the Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) which means transferring energy from one car to 

another. This can occur at a smart charging park. There a central control centre will coordinate 

the EVs in a smart garage where the V2V is possible. 

2.2.1. Charging and discharging locations 

In this section, the charging and the discharging locations are analyzed as well as the 

different methods a vehicle can be charged. 
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Location:  

a) Home charging 

Cars stay in the parking areas of the residential houses for many hours. This is the reason why 

home charging is the most common location for EV charging. Level 1 and 2 chargers are 

usually installed (The different levels of chargers will be explained in a later paragraph). In 

Sweden, 80% of the EV owners live in individual houses compared with half of the general 

population that they live in individual houses [10]. The most logical explanation for this is the 

availability of a private charger in the house. The majority of car owners prefer not to charge 

their cars in other places than their homes. Less than half charge their EV in their workplace 

[10]. Some EV owners use their cars in the V2G or V2H applications. In general, newer 

chargers provide more options to car owners regarding charging and discharging actions. AC 

is preferred over DC charging because the latter causes overloading to the residential service 

panels while at the same time an upgrade of the utility grid is needed [11], [12]. 

 

b) Public charging 

Charging in public places will happen through level 2 DC fast chargers. Some examples of 

locations are theatres, airports, restaurants, hotels, and highway corridors. The AC chargers 

are not the best choice as they are not fast chargers. By 2020, the public chargers in Europe 

reached 225.000 which means 9 vehicles per charger [12]. New EU regulations requests all 

member states to ensure: “For each battery-electric light-duty vehicle registered in their 

territory, a total power output of at least 1 kW is provided through publicly accessible 

recharging stations; and (b) for each plug-in hybrid light-duty vehicle registered in their 

territory, a total power output of at least 0.66 kW is provided through publicly accessible 

recharging stations” [13]. In general, people prefer home charging because it is cheaper, 

always available and the not widely spread chargers in public places. This leads to not knowing 

if a charger can be found in a time of need [11], [12]. 

 

c) Workplace charging 

Charging in the workplace is not a simple situation. The cost of the equipment and the 

infrastructure, management of the chargers, and extra load added to the company. If 

someone has no easy access to a charger while he is at home, charging the vehicle at the 

workplace seems a very good option. After the charge, these cars can be used to supply the 

grid or the building with energy when needed, such as when the electricity price is high. The 

problem is that some vehicles will be discharged when their owners need them in order to 

return home. So, a minimum level has to be set by the owners that are needed for the way 

back. When the discharging happens, the company should pay the car owners for their vehicle 

services. In the US, studies have shown that 30% of EV owners charge their vehicles only at 

work most of the days [14]. Furthermore, if a company provides charging, it is 20 times more 
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likely that an employee will buy an EV. This extra need for electricity will push the people, and 

especially the companies, towards RES. In most of the cases meaning PV [11], [12], [15]. 

 

2.2.2. Charging and discharging Methods: 

The methods of mainly charging, but also discharging are the Battery Swapping Stations (BSS), 

the Wireless Power Transfer (WPT), and the Conductive Charging (CC) with the latter being 

the dominant right now. Conductive Charging can consist of different techniques such as 

constant current. The technique of constant current or voltage is suitable for fast charging. 

 

a) Battery Swapping Stations (BSS) 

Battery charging or Battery exchange is the fastest technique among the three where the 

vehicle changes its empty battery pack with a fully charged in specific swapping stations. The 

specific structure can be seen in Figure 3. The power demand in these stations is high as 

multiple batteries need to be charged for use by other customers. However, in times of need, 

these batteries can help the power grid. The main disadvantage is the cost and the need for 

many batteries as stock in order to be used by the customers. Usually, EV owners pay monthly 

the company that owns these installations. The different types of batteries are also a problem 

as not all the cars have the same size and types of batteries and thus, a swapping station may 

not be able to satisfy the needs of all the customers [7], [16]. An example of such a swapping 

station is from the “NIO POWER” company. Power Swap 2.0 is the newest battery-swapping 

station of the company that can swap in every 3 minutes. In 2021 NIO opened a service and 

delivery centre in Oslo Norway. The next step is to expand to more cities in Norway in 2022 

[17]. 

 

Figure 3: Battery-swapping station from “NIO POWER” [17] 
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b) Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) 

 

Wireless Power Transfer or wireless charging is the easiest and more flexible charging 

method. The connection is wireless, and sparking is eliminated. Electromagnetic induction is 

the main part in combination with 2 coils. One in the vehicle and one on the surface where 

the energy comes from. With the use of this technique, known dynamic charging is possible. 

More specifically, this inductive charging can happen while the car is moving. Generally, 

wireless charging is based on capacitive power transfer and inductive power transfer. A 

standard connector is not required and thus it can charge all the vehicles that have this 

technology. The main advantage of inductive against capacity power transfers is that the 

former can be applied for large air gaps. As subcategories of the WPT, stationary, semi/quasi-

dynamic and dynamic systems can be found. On the downside, the transfer of power is weak 

while eddy current losses can occur. In addition, communication latency can occur as the need 

for real-time data is very important. Numerous studies and applications happen across the 

world from various universities and laboratories [7], [16].  

 

c) Conductive Charging (CC) 

Conductive charging is the dominant charging method used today. The car is directly 

connected to the charger through a cable and for this reason, the efficiency is high. Through 

it, the Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) happens. Where X can be a building, the power grid, or 

another EV. For this aspect, intensive communication is required between the vehicle and the 

receiver as the flow may not be constant. Constant current/voltage is suitable for fast 

charging and especially for lithium-ion batteries. The power charging levels of conductive 

charging are levels 1, 2, and 3. Levels 1 and 2 have a small effect on the power grid and they 

provide 120V AC and 240V AC respectively. These voltages are available in a standard home 

and that’s why they are the most common. On the contrary, level 3 provides 500V DC and it 

supports fast charging. A charger of level 3 has also a converter that converts the grid’s AC 

voltage to DC that the battery needs. The sockets are not standardized and due to the high 

voltage, these chargers can be only found in charging stations. The effect on the power grid 

is significantly higher, power losses are higher, the whole infrastructure is more complex and, 

in general, it is not reliable. It seems that fast charging is the most important aspect because 

the closer it comes to fuel refuelling the better it is. Numerous issues have occurred though. 

The high need for electricity in such a small time and battery degradation are the main 

concerns  [7], [12], [16], [18]. 

2.2.3. Discharging technology 

As was mentioned before, V2X includes mainly V2G, V2H, V2B and V2V. In the future, more 

options will be added. Only the V2G affects directly the power grid as their use occurs either 

when the consumption is increased or due to a power shortage. During this procedure, the 

energy is pushed back from the vehicle batteries to a building, a house, the power grid, etc. 

Among these, the most advanced is the V2G which can be seen in Figure 4. Even if a lot of 

work has to be done, it plays a significant role in the adjustment of the demand. According to 

studies, in the US vehicles travel only 5% of the day while about 90% are not used at all [19]. 
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This means that they are parked, and they are turned off. Another study coming from the US 

shows that 4 million EVs in the region of California can support the power grid in such an 

amount by using the V2G that there is no need to set up a new project of a power plant [20]. 

There are three main elements in V2G: the equipment regarding the plugin, any operation 

and communication devices between the grid and the vehicle, and the device that takes 

measurements of the flow [6], [7].  

The plug-in charging can be either coordinated or uncoordinated. First, there is control over 

the charging. In the uncoordinated, there is no such control while the charging starts directly 

when plugged in and stops when the batteries are full or due to any disconnection. The 

technology which will be dominant is coordinated charging. There are two main 

subcategories, the unidirectional power flow, and the bidirectional power flow. An illustration 

of V2G can be seen in Figure 4 [6], [21]. 

 

Figure 4: V2G technology. The EV can charge and discharge energy back to any infrastructure or vehicle if it is required. 

 

2.2.3.1. Unidirectional – Bidirectional charging systems 

In unidirectional, the energy flow goes only in one direction, from the power grid to the 

vehicle. The flow rate and duration are monitored and controlled by the grid operator. Thus, 

fluctuations and overloading are controlled. By charging a battery of an EV, the 

implementation cost is not high. As a result, the degradation of the batteries is as low as they 

don’t get discharged, for example, to the grid as in bidirectional mode. The control is relatively 

simple as the installation is not complex and the requirement for the grid is just one electrical 

connection [6], [21]. 

In bidirectional, the energy flow goes two ways. From grid to the vehicle and the opposite. In 

this case, it is where the V2X occurs as the receiver may not only be the grid but a house, a 

building, or another vehicle. Usually, the batteries of the vehicle get charged during off-peak 

hours and get discharged during peak demand hours. As mentioned before, these 

technologies will act supportive of the main energy source and not as a primary player in 

providing electricity. As a more complex system, the installation requires more components 

compared to the unidirectional. As can be seen in Figure 5, the charger has two stages. The 

first is the DC/AC converter, which is the inverter, this is connected to the grid part while the 

DC/DC converter is connected to the EV and its purpose is to increase the voltage so it can 

meet the voltage of the power grid [6], [21].  
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Figure 5: EV – Grid connection in a bidirectional system. The vehicle's DC has to meet the one of the power grid and be 

converted to AC. The DC/DC converter changes the voltage level to the one needed and then the DC/AC converter (inverter) 

inverts the DC to AC. 

2.2.3.2. Advantages and obstacles of V2Χ 

Under the vision of a smart grid, the EVs will play an important role in the grid by functioning 

as distributed sources. The advantages can be divided into three main categories: 

environmental, technical, and economic. A summary of all the advantages and disadvantages 

of V2X can be found in Table 2: 

• Environmental:  

At the beginning of this report, it has been mentioned that the transport sector shares a great 

percentage of air pollution and thousands of harmful gases affect the planet. Using EVs and 

techniques such as the V2G will reduce these gases by a great amount. Moreover, the 

reduction of noise will increase the health criteria, as the EVs make minimal noise. 

• Technical: 

When the frequency is not stable and moves up and down, an imbalance occurs between the 

supply of power demand. One way to stabilize and support the grid and its frequency is the 

use of V2G. In this way, the peak demand will be shaved, and shortages will be avoided as 

ancillary services will be provided. As the main target, the V2G will balance the demand with 

the use of three methods: regulation down and up, spinning reserve, and non-spinning 

reserve. Furthermore, great help will occur if RES is present. The EVs can help by increasing 

the penetration of renewable energy. While they will play the main role, the V2G can be 

considered as backup power for the RES by accumulating the extra power and supporting 

them whenever there is a need. Similarly, when the electricity price is high, the EVs can 

provide electricity to buildings or houses and as a result, the energy import from the grid will 

be minimized. 

• Economic:  

In the V2G systems, the EVs can store energy during off-peak and release it when the demand 

is high. So, during these periods the whole system will not be completely dependent on the 

power plants. A plan can be made to attract more people to this. For example, vehicle owners 

can charge their cars at a low price during off-peak periods and sell this energy back to the 

grid for a higher price and make a profit [6], [8], [11], [16], [21]. 

 

As a new field in the rising sector of electric mobility, V2X technologies are in a very early 

stage. Therefore, the disadvantages and the obstacles are many. At this point, they may be 

more than the advantages. These drawbacks can be categorized as in the previous advantages 

part, but they will be discussed individually: 
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• Batteries will be charged and getting discharged constantly. As a result, they will 

degrade faster. For EVs, it is known that batteries constitute a large percentage of the 

vehicle’s final price. An extension of this includes that these batteries need to be 

recycled in order to be used again. The recycling of batteries is not at a good level 

either. Smart control of charging time and energy flow may reduce this degradation. 

• If for any reason, the communication between all the involved devices becomes not 

secure and so, unstable, the whole power grid system may collapse. In this 

uncertainty, vehicle availability, different vehicles, different charger types as well as 

other factors will decrease the reliability of the power grid.  

• The investment cost is high as new components are needed such as the installation of 

sensors and smart metering everywhere. Also, the current components need several 

upgrades in order to meet the new changes. In this, a possible expansion of the 

generation capacity be added as an overload of the grid may occur. 

• Another problem that may occur is, the actions that automotive companies with fuel 

cars and oil industries may do. As they will start losing power, there is a chance of 

creating problems to stop or delay this new change from fuel to electricity. 

• Finally, some people may don’t like to give back the energy of their car to any source. 

Maybe they fear something, or they just will not want it. In any case, acceptance from 

the public is very important. Either for EVs or the V2X technologies [6], [8], [11], [16], 

[21].  
Table 2: Main advantages and disadvantages of the V2X technologies 

 

 

2.3. Vehicle chargers for PHEVs 

The charging of the electric vehicles’ batteries, for conductive charging, occurs through a 

device called an electric charger. On the one side, the charger is connected to a power source 

such as the power grid while on the other side a plug is connected to the vehicle and its 

batteries. There are three main categories of chargers: Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 [7], [11], 

[22], [23]. In Table 3 the main characteristics of these categories can be seen. Furthermore, 

different chargers have different levels of control and communication. These technologies are 

improved constantly as they can help the whole system, from the grid to the batteries, to be 

balanced. A charger uses DC power and so chargers provide a link between the power grid 

and the vehicle by converting AC power to DC [24], [25]. The alternating current (AC) is an 
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electrical current that reverses direction regularly. Voltage changes frequently in AC while it 

is primarily used in long-distance electricity distribution. The direct current (DC) is an electrical 

current that flows constantly in one direction. Most of the electronic devices and generation 

systems, such as batteries, operate and generate DC respectively. The conversion between 

the two currents results in losses. None of them excels against the other in terms of safety 

risk [18]. Studies have shown that the current charging is 10-12% of the charging needed by 

2050 and 3-4% for 2030 under some scenarios [25]. Another study about the US has shown 

that for the period 2019 – 2025 the minimum amount of workplace and public chargers has 

to reach 100.000. They must cover the needs of the 2,6 million PHEVs and Bev’s expected 

sales for 100 areas, where the analysis was done [23]. In the future, it is believed that Level 1 

chargers will constitute 15% of the workplace chargers while the rest 85% will be Level 2 

chargers. About 62% of the Level 2 will be connected to a network while the Level 1 will not 

be. The majority of the public chargers will be networked. All the Level 3 chargers it is assumed 

to be networked [23]. Figure 6 and Figure 7, present in a simplified way how the charging 

happens in AC and DC charging. 

Table 3: The three EV charging levels, the electrical parts, the time an average vehicle needs to be fully charged by each one 

of them, their respective miles of an EV per hour, and the location of the chargers usually installed [7], [11], [23] 

 

 

Figure 6: DC charging. Usually from the power lines >20kW, then the conversion from AC to DC occurs in the EV charger, 

and then it is sent directly to the battery of the vehicle. 
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Figure 7: AC Charging. Usually from the power lines <20 kW, the AC voltage level is decreased from the EV charger, and in 

the vehicle, it is converted to DC so it can be stored in the battery. 

2.3.1. Charging strategies  

The next step of charging/discharging an EV is to know exactly when the right time is to do 

either the one or the other in terms of economy and need. Houses, smart charging stations, 

and smart building management systems in smart power grids will communicate through an 

automated metering infrastructure. The EVs will play a significant role in the energy planning 

and management of the power grid as well as the customer’s preconditions. The energy 

capacity of EV batteries has increased, and this has resulted in an increased need for its energy 

consumption, the charging/discharging flexibility of EVs, and the concepts of the V2H, V2G, 

and V2V for the grid-connected operation[26]. 

• During peak hours, the V2H may deliver different energy services to the home via 

smart building management systems, as well as reliability enhancement when load 

shedding occurs. EVs can be coordinated with PV generation in V2H for flexible load 

scheduling and effective energy management, improving the benefits of V2H 

implementation. 

• EV can be used in V2G/V2V to reduce network fluctuations and have a favourable 

impact on grid operation. A few experimental investigations have also been conducted 

to demonstrate the efficacy of EVs in various operation modes. Nonetheless, an 

efficient charging/discharging strategy for EVs must be addressed in order to engage 

in delivering auxiliary services. EVs with smart energy management can minimize grid 

energy usage and hence give immediate economic advantage to customers, 

regardless of operation modes [26]. 

 

Specifically, about the V2G, by operating in charging mode during peak solar generation 

during the day, EV charging will lessen the rising voltage distress from the peak generation. 

EVs can also be built to provide V2G service (charge/discharge) during voltage transients 

utilizing the droop control method, as in frequency control. EVs can also engage in voltage 

feedback-controlled reactive power regulation, enhancing power quality concerns in the grid 

and improving grid power quality by reducing voltage sags with EV discharge power. The 

feedback control strategy defines EV power regulation when it participates in distinct 

operation modes. In addition to the feedback control technique, an energy pricing policy can 
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be included in the control approach for economic analysis and to ensure that the EV owner 

receives a financial benefit for EV battery charging and discharging. Thus, regarding the 

different ways of using and improving the V2G mode in a smart way, various studies have 

been made and some of them are presented next: 

In the first study, the chargers must be located in locations of interest as the time in these 

strategies is precious. By the time a vehicle will be connected with a CS, the operator will 

know different information about the car such as vehicle type, arrival’s state of charge, arrival 

and departure time, ensuing trip length, and the vehicle’s electrical range. In this way, the 

operator can create a schedule regarding any decisions for actions that can be taken. The 

main objective of this scheduling is to minimize the total daily price incurred by CSO. With the 

help of an intelligent charging station, algorithm two simulation cases happened. In the first 

case, six different tests occurred by starting with 10 PHEVs/BEVs, having low battery capacity, 

and increasing them by 10 each time. In the second case, the pattern remains the same, but 

the battery capacity is high, and the corresponding vehicles are Tesla Roadster, BMW Mini E, 

and BEV Version of BMW i3. In the results, it can be seen that the low-capacity battery 

vehicles spend more time in the G2V, and just a few times they change to V2G. By increasing 

the number of vehicles, the V2G mode of operation rises gradually but this doesn’t mean that 

the G2V participation has decreased significantly, even if the tariffs are higher. In the second 

case, the high-capacity battery EVs participate more in the V2G when the tariffs are high while 

the G2V occurs when they are lower. By increasing the number of vehicles, the V2G mode of 

operation increases more. As a result, higher battery capacity means better coordination 

between the two modes. In any case, the operator earns more money by using both the 

modes than by using only the G2V mode of operation [27]. In a second study, a similar 

simulation happened using a Smart Charging Scheduling Algorithm (SCSA) but this time with 

30 BEVs and PHEVs and again with two cases. In the first case, the penetration level was 90% 

(PHEV-30) - 10% (BEV), which means that the majority of the vehicles had low battery 

capacity. In the second case, the penetration levels were 50% (PHEV-30), 40% (PHEV-40), and 

(BEV). The schedule has been set for every 30 minutes. In the first case, from 10:00 to 16:00 

the tariff price is higher, and thus, most of the vehicles participating in the V2G mode of 

operation. After 17:00, the tariff increases more but the number of vehicles in the V2G mode 

remains almost the same. In the second case, more vehicles take part in the V2G when the 

tariff is higher. So, the daily charging cost decreases and is less compared to the first case. In 

the conclusion of the study, higher battery capacity vehicles participate more in the V2G for 

higher tariffs while the lower battery capacity vehicles participate in both the modes for the 

same tariffs and maybe more in the G2V [28]. In a third study, a model is proposed that aims 

to improve the operation of the subway by including wind turbines, PVs, and V2G among 

others. Two scenarios have been investigated. In the first, the analysis of energy exchange in 

a smart city between the subway and the power grid occurs. In the second scenario, the 

effects of wind power on the subway of the same city are investigated. Some results of the 

first scenario include that from the grid-connected EVs, the majority take part in the V2G 

mode. Moreover, when the RES is used, the power of the grid is improved. The average 

discharge power of batteries can be very low during some periods. In general, there are 2 
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different routes used for this simulation that affect the consumption of the EVs and the line 

charge power in various ways [29]. 

2.4. The examined charger 

The examined charger is the “Aura” manufactured by the company “Charge Amps”. This 

charger is suggested for public environments as it is equipped with two 22 kW 

connectors/sockets. Aura can be adjusted to a maximum charging power so it can adjust the 

available current of the installation. A unique characteristic, compared with the other 

chargers of the company, is its ability to balance a load of both the sockets in order to be part 

of a larger charging system with several load-balanced units. Moreover, it is networked and 

can share data with the vehicle under the ISO 15118 which means that V2G technology is 

available to the charger. The main material is recycled aluminium. The charger itself as well 

as its’ technical specifications can be seen in Figure 8 and Table 4 respectively.   

 

 

Figure 8: Aura charger from “Charge Amps” [30] 
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Table 4: Technical specification of the "Aura" EV charger 

 

 

2.4.1. My Charging Space portal and REST API 

The collection of the charging data is done through the “My Charging Space” portal. My 

Charging Space is a multi-plant management portal that allows EV owners to get information 

about their charging stations. The total charging energy, status of the chargers and their 

sockets, measurements about charging sessions, and generally remote-control actions, can 

be seen in real-time through the My Charging Space portal. All this information is displayed 

in tables and graphs that the portal creates automatically every time a measurement is made. 

All these are implemented with the use of “Swagger API” which is a REST API. Application 

Programming Interface (API) is a software that allows two devices to exchange data. In REST 

API the request of data happens through HTTP requests. So, it is a set of open-source tools 

built around the OpenAPI Specification that can help the user to design, build, document, and 

manipulate REST APIs. OpenAPI is a format of API description for REST APIs. The login part of 

the portal can be seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: My Charge Space portal[31] 
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3. Methodology 

3.1.  Introduction 

In this chapter, the way of interacting with the charger is represented. More specifically, the 

programming language that was used as well as the database program to store any data for 

future use. 

3.2.  Python – PyCharm 

Regarding the creation of an API with the help of python programming language, initially, an 

attempt was made to create something new with information from various sources. So, in 

order to understand how the APIs work, deeper researching was needed. After spending 

some time on this and due to miscommunication with “Charge Amps” the idea of creating of 

a new API was abandoned. Unfortunately, many attempts were made but to no avail. As a 

result, the communication between the user and the charger occurs through the tools 

provided by “Charge Amps”. The use of python was an option and was chosen due to its 

simplicity in terms of use and understanding.  

3.2.1. Programming language 

Python is a dynamic, high-level, interpretable general-purpose programming language. It 

belongs to the imperative programming languages which have the ability to support 

procedural programming but also object-oriented programming and programming paradigm. 

Python offers the ideal combination for developing day-to-day study and study programs for 

intractable problems with applications in various fields of science, such as Economics, Physics, 

Biology, and many others [32]. It is relatively simple to learn, has a rich set of features, and is 

quite expressive so that usually only a few lines of code are required to achieve something 

that would take many extra lines of code in other languages. Furthermore, it is distinguished 

because it has many libraries that facilitate a lot of ordinary tasks as well as its speed of 

learning. Its main drawback, as an interpreted language, it is slower regarding the execution 

of programs compared to compiled languages such as C and C ++. For this reason, it is not 

used for coding operating systems [33]. 

In this project, python will be used for the communication between the user, the server of 

“Charge Amps” and the EV charger. The main targets regarding the programming part are: 

i. Change different variables of the charger and observe any changes regarding its 

operation. 

ii. Receive data from the charger regarding its operation and, especially, the electrical 

part. 
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3.2.2. Code and sequence diagram 

Two scripts have been created in order to achieve the two targets. The first script, named 

“Operation”, is smaller in size than the second named “Scheduler”, and it is used to change 

the control variables. These variables are: 

• maxCurrent: Maximum current limit 

• rfidLock: Lock and unlock of the rfid  

• mode: Mode of charging e.g. Three-phase charging 

• cableLock: Lock and unlock cable connection to the charger 

 In the second script, a time loop has been created that collects data in a specific time period 

and saves them in a database (see 3.Methodology, chapter 3.3). The best way to analyze these 

codes is through sequence diagrams.  

In Figure 10, the sequence diagram of the operation script is presented: 

 

 

Figure 10: Sequence diagram for updating the charger's settings of the operation script 

When the code starts, the email, password, and API key are needed in order to login into the 

specific’s user profile of the ChargeAmps server. These have been set by the user and they 

will not be acquired by the code. After using these credentials to log in, the response from 

the server is a token. A "trusted device" used to access an electronically restricted resource is 

an authentication token (security token, usually an application or a corporate network). It 

may be thought of as an electronic key that allows a user to verify and validate his identity by 

storing personal information. The next step is to use the token and the ids of each charger in 

order to get the “ChargePoints” and any information it contains. Afterwards, use the ids of 

each charger and connector, the token and any settings (maxCurrent, rfidLock, mode, 

cableLock) the user wants to change and puts/updates them into the server. As the last step, 

the user inserts the chargers’ ids and the connectors’ ids in order to get back the settings and 

so, to verify that the previous changes have been updated successfully. 

In Figure 11, the sequence diagram of the second code is presented: 
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of the scheduler script 

Similarly, as in the first code, by starting the code, the email, the password and the APIkey of 

the user are used to login into the user’s profile in the ChargeAmps server. The server sends 

back an authorization token. By using this token, the user gets the information regarding the 

owned chargers and with the use of the chargers’ ids and the token, the information about 

each charge point is acquired. Following the authentication process comes parsing. Parse 

means “break” any data into parts that are significant. This is accomplished by analyzing the 

data in part and comprehending its underlying structure. Parsing occurs anytime new data 

are acquired. In the next step, the token is used in order to get the chargers the user owns 

and are registered to him/her in the server. After parsing them, along with the token, the 

identities of the chargers are getting used in order to get the “status” of these chargers. This 

includes data such as connectors, voltage, current, and session ids. The last step is to save all 

the data that are obtained in the database that has been created for this purpose. 

3.2.3. Libraries 

A Python library is a group of interconnected modules. It provides code bundles that may be 

reused in a variety of applications. It simplifies and facilitates Python programming for 

programmers because there is no need to write the same code for multiple programs. 

Machine learning, data science, data visualization, and other sectors rely heavily on Python 

libraries. In order for the code to operate as it is desired, different libraries have been used 

and, in this part, they will be briefly explained:  

• Requests:  

Requests make it very simple to send HTTP/1.1 requests. There's no need to manually 

add query strings to the URLs or form-encode any PUT and POST data. In simple terms, 

the requests module allows you to use Python to send HTTP requests. The response 

data from an HTTP request is returned as a Response Object (content, encoding, 

status, etc). The server's answer to the HTTP request is the Response() Object. 

 

• Argparse: 

The argparse library in Python is used for several reasons. Mostly because it allows 

positional arguments to be used, it allows the user to change the prefix characters, 
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variable number of parameters are supported for a single choice, and subcommands 

are, also, supported. 

 

• JSONon: 

The JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data format is widely used to express structured 

data. It's typical to send and receive data in JSON format between a server and a web 

application. 

 

 

• From requests.structures: 

 

⎯ CaseInsentitiveDict: 
Web URL for calling always requires a header. To match our headers to the 

required headers we need to use CaseInsensitiveDict(). 

 

• From apscheduler. schedulers.blocking: 

 

⎯ BlockScheduler: 

The current thread will be blocked if the start function is called. It is used when the 

scheduler is the only item in the user's application that runs. 

 

• From sqlalchemy: 

 

⎯ create_engine:  

An engine object is created, and it is URL-based. Username, hostname, password, 

database name, and non-compulsory keyword arguments for supplementary 

configuration may all be found in these URLs. In the case of the study the 

command looks as follows wherein the dots (…) part is the SQL localhost: 

 
engine = create_engine('mysql+mysqlconnector://..........') 

 

Through this engine, a Dialect and a Pool are connected together and they 

procure a source of behaviour and connection regarding the database. On the one 

hand, the behaviour of a certain database and DB-API (Python Database API 

Specification) combination is defined by Dialect. This is a commonly used Python 

standard for defining typical database connection package usage patterns. The 

DBAPI is a "low-level" API that is often used in a Python program to communicate 

with a database. On the other hand, a Pool means a connection pool. It is used to 

maintain the connection to the database. 

 

⎯ Column:  

Allows the creation of table columns. 
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⎯ DateTime: 

In the DateTime python datetime module objects are returned from Date and 

time types. 

 

• From sqlalchemy.ext.declarative: 

 

⎯ declarative_base:  

It is used as a factory function in order to construct a base class that should be 

inherited by all mapped classes. After the definition of a class, a new Table and 

mapper() will be produced. 

 

• From sqlalchemy.types: 

 

⎯ Integer:  

A type for having integers (whole numbers and not fractional) such as 1 and 2. 

 

⎯ String:  

All string and character types are built on this foundation such as both letters and 

numbers. In this case, usually, a length is needed that determines the allowed size 

of the string. 

 

⎯ Numeric: 

This type has been made to receive data from databases that are decimal such as 

1 or 1,05. It determines the exact precision and scale. 

 

⎯ Float: 

It is a type that is used specifically for floating numbers or decimals as well as 

exponents. Float can store even very large numbers but with the cost of having 

low precision. Also, the decimal point can be found anywhere in the number and 

not in a fixed place. 

 

• From sqlalchemy.orm: 

 

⎯ Sessionmaker: 

Sessionmaker is a factory for creating sessions as the engine acts for connection 

objects. Session establishes all database interactions and serves as a "holding 

zone" for any objects loaded or connected with it during the course of its 

existence. 
 

3.2.4. Pseudocode 

The pseudocode for the operation code is presented first and then the scheduler code. The 

full scripts can be found in the Appendix 1 and 2 The program starts as can be seen in Figure 
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12. In line 4 the login procedure begins. In line 5, the headers are set, the request body is in 

JSON format and the needed APIkey is provided by the user. In line 6, the login occurs in the 

URL of the api and the corresponding login URL. Afterwards, in order to log in successfully, 

some parameters are needed and more specifically the user’s email and password as can be 

seen in line 7. In lines 8 and 9, the token is acquired and returned for future use by using the 

login, headers, and parameters in the corresponding post part. In line 10 the login 

procedure ends. 

 

Figure 12: Beginning of updater pseudocode and procedure login 

 

In Figure 13 the program continues by acquiring the information regarding the owned 

chargepoints. In line 12 the procedure starts. In line 13, the api url combined with the 

corresponding url for the owned chargepoints is used. In line 14, in order to get the needed 

information, the url and the headers are used. In line 15, this information is returned as a 

response and in line 16, the procedure ends. 

 

Figure 13: Get the owned chargepoints procedure 

 

In Figure 14, the procedure of getting specific information about each chargers takes place. 

In line 19, the api URL is used as well as the URL of the specific chargepoint. In lines 19 and 

20, the URL and the heads are used to get the desired data as a response and then return 

them. In line 22 the procedure ends. 

 

Figure 14: Chargepoints procedure 
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The main and most important procedure of this pseudocode is presented in Figure 15. The 

procedure begins in line 24 for updating different data of a chargepoint and its connectors. 

In line 25, the api URL is needed in combination with the corresponding URL for updating 

the needed data with the use of the specific ids of each charger and connector. In lines 26 – 

32, the user can change the information contained in the following parameters: 

maxCurrent, rfidLock, mode, cableLock. In lines 34 and 35, the response is sent to the server 

using the URL, the headers and the changed data. Afterwards, the response is returned and 

in line 37, the procedure ends. 

 

Figure 15: Data updating procedure 

 

In order to be sure, the user asks the server to provide information regarding the settings of 

a specific charger and connector. The reason is to inspect that the changes of the previous 

procedure have been set successfully into the server. Thus, in Figure 16 the last procedure 

takes place of getting the settings information. In line 41 the api URL and the corresponding 

settings url are used for each charger and connector. In lines 42 and 43, the URL and the 

headers are used to get the needed response and then return it. The procedure and the 

pseudocode end in line 44. 

 

Figure 16: Get the settings procedure 

 

The second pseudocode is presented next and has to do with the scheduler code. In Figure 

17 the program begins with the Login part as can be seen in line 8. In line 9, it is said to the 

server that the request body contains a JSON string and the API key that is given by the user. 

In line 10, the URL for logging in is set that consists of the api_url of the “ChargeAmps” and 

the corresponding login part. In line 11, the parameters are set by the user and more 

specifically the user’s email and password. In line 12, with the use of the login, headers, and 

parameters the token can be acquired. In line 13, the token is returned as a response for use 

in the next procedures. In line 14, this procedure ends. 
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Figure 17: Login procedure 

 

In Figure 18 the program continues with the second procedure and more specifically the 

owned chargers as can be seen in line 16. In line 17, the URL is set as the api_url and the 

corresponding part for the owned chargers. In line 18, the data acquired are the response. In 

line 19 this response is returned. In line 20 the procedure ends. 

 

Figure 18: Owned chargers’ procedure 

 

In Figure 19 the program continues with the third procedure where the status of each charger 

is gained as can be seen in line 22. In line 23, the URL is set as the api_url and the 

corresponding part for the charger status. At this point, the id of each charger is also needed 

and these ids have been acquired in the owned charger’ procedure. 

 

Figure 19: Charge point status procedure 

 

In Figure 20, a for loop for parsing and saving is created as can be seen in line 61. Set “i” equal 

to zero for the length of charger_id. In line 62 the data from the charge point status are 

inserted and saved into the database. In line 65 an if loop is created for the connector status 

when is not equal to zero. In lines 66-68, for every item of this loop, they are added in “cs” 

and then saved into the database. In line 69, a new for loop is created about the 

measurements when it is not equal to zero. In lines 70-74, a for each loop is created where 
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the items of measurements are added in “m”, “m” is added to “cs” and then they are saved 

into the database. In line 75, “cs” is added to the “csp”. In lines 76-78, for, for each, and if 

loops end. 

 

Figure 20: Parse and save loop 

 

In Figure 21, the last procedure takes place that is the scheduler. Scheduler lets any functions 

run periodically and, in this case, the code runs every 30 seconds. In lines 83 – 85 the same 

procedures take place continuously. Firstly, acquire the token through the login procedure, 

then use the token to authenticate our connection. The next step is to get the owned chargers 

and the final step is to parse and save all the data that we get every time such as status and 

measurements. As a final step, the scheduler procedure ends.  

 

Figure 21: Scheduler procedure 

 

3.3. MySQL 

MySQL is the most widely used database management system software for managing 

relational databases that use the Structured Query Language (SQL). It is an open-source 

database that is supported by the Oracle Corporation. In comparison to Microsoft SQL Server 

and Oracle Database, it is a quick, scalable, and simple to use database management system. 

It's frequently used with PHP scripts to build sophisticated and dynamic server-side or web-

based corporate applications. 

MySQL AB, a Swedish company, created, marketed, and maintained it. It is written in C and 

C++ programming languages. MySQL is used by numerous small and large businesses. In 

general, it uses C, C++, and Java programming languages to support a variety of operating 

systems, including Windows, Linux, macOS, and others. 
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A database is simply a collection of structured data that has been arranged for easy access 

and retrieval. MySQL is available under the GNU General Public License (GPL) for developers, 

but businesses must purchase a commercial license from Oracle. 

MySQL was first released in 1995, thus it's been a long time since it's been updated. From this 

point, it's gone through a few ownership/stewardship changes until landing in the hands of 

Oracle Corporation in 2010. Even though Oracle currently controls MySQL, it remained an 

open-source software that you someone may freely use and alter. MySQL is now the RDBMS 

of choice for many of the world's most popular websites, as well as a slew of corporate and 

consumer-facing web-based apps including, Twitter, Facebook as well as YouTube. 

As being a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), MySQL offers a variety of 

features, including: 

• It enables the user to use to perform database operations with the help of indexes, 

tables, columns, and rows. 

• Known as relations, database relationships are defined through tables. 

• It ensures that the Referential Integrity between rows or columns of different tables 

is maintained. 

• It enables the user to automatically update the database indexes. 

• It employs a number of SQL queries and integrates valuable data from many columns 

for end-users. 

MySQL is based on the Client-Server Architecture. This design is intended for end-users, or 

clients, to utilize network services to obtain resources from a central computer, or server. 

Clients submit requests using a graphical user interface (GUI), and the server responds with 

the desired result when the instructions match. The environment of MySQL follows the same 

model as the client-server model. The MySQL Server is the heart of the MySQL database. This 

server is stand-alone software that is in charge of managing all database commands, 

statements, and instructions. The following is how the MySQL database and MySQL Server 

operate together: 

1. MySQL provides a database that allows the user to construct several tables for storing 

and manipulating data, as well as establishing the relationships between them. 

2. Clients use certain SQL expressions on MySQL to make requests via the GUI panel or 

command prompt. 

3. Finally, the server application will reply with the required expressions, resulting in the 

intended client-side outcome. 

Any MySQL GUI can be used by the user. However, to make your data management tasks 

faster and easier, the user must make sure that GUI is lightweight and user-friendly. 

SequelPro, Navicat DB Admin Tool, MySQL Workbench, and DBVisualizer are some of the 

most popular MySQL GUIs. Some graphical user interfaces are paid, while others are free but 

have restricted features and are only compatible with macOS. As a result, the users may select 

the GUI that best suits their needs. MySQL was created with the goal of fast processing big 

databases. Even though MySQL is normally installed on a single system, it may transfer the 

database to several places since users can access it through various MySQL client interfaces. 
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These interfaces communicate with the server using SQL commands and then show the 

results. Briefly, the main advantages and disadvantages of MySQL are presented below: 

Advantages: 

• Round-the-Clock Uptime: MySQL guarantees uptime 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week, and provides a wide selection of high-availability options. 

• On-Demand Scalability: MySQL provides unrivalled scalability to make managing 

deeply embedded programs easier. 

• Reduced Total Cost of Ownership: Migrating existing database programs to MySQL 

allows businesses to save money on new initiatives. So, the majority of businesses 

prefer MySQL, since there is no need to pay anything for it as it is open source. 

• Comprehensive Transactional Support: MySQL has the most inclusive transactional 

support of any transactional database engine on the market. Isolated, complete 

atomic, consistent and unconstrained row-level locking is just a few of the features. 

• Data Security: MySQL is often regarded as the most secure and dependable database 

management system available. 

• Complete Workflow Control: MySQL implies usage from day one, with the time 

needed for download and installation time to be no more than half an hour. 

• The Open-Source Flexibility: MySQL's safe processing and trustworthy software work 

together to deliver efficient transactions for large-scale applications. It simplifies 

maintenance, debugging, and upgrading while also improving the end-user 

experience. 

• Compatible and open-source: This implies that anybody may set up and use the basic 

program and at the same time the source code can be edited and customized by third 

parties. 

• High Performance: MySQL has its storage-engine structure, which allows system 

administrators to design the database server of MySQL for optimal performance. 

 

Disadvantages:  

• Limitations of previous versions: MySQL versions before 5.0 do not support various 

features such as COMMIT and ROLE. 

• Constraints: Developers may be frustrated by some of the constraints. 

• Stability: There are a few stability concerns. 

• Efficiency: It does not scale well to very big database sizes. 

• Transactions: It does not handle transactions quickly enough. 

• Development: Because the growth is not community-driven, it has slowed. 

• Performance: It faces problems with performance scaling. 

3.3.1. DBeaver 

DBeaver is a database management application that can be used by anyone who wants to 

work with data professionally. DBeaver offers a robust SQL-editor, numerous administrative 

tools, data and schema transfer capabilities, database connection session tracking, and much 
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more. When it was launched in 2010, DBeaver was only a side project. The platform was 

created to be an open-source tool that provides developers with a convenient and high-

quality experience. It is compatible with a wide range of database management systems, 

including MySQL, SQLite, Oracle, and Microsoft Access. 

It has a user-friendly interface and a simple design. DBeaver, on the other hand, quickly 

became one of the most popular development tools. When DBeaver was first released in 

2011, the developers created the platform's official website as well as a community support 

forum. With comprehensive filtering features, the platform allows for quick data monitoring 

and modification. The user can use DBeaver to: 

• Manipulate data in the same way as in a normal spreadsheet. 

• Detailed reports may be created utilizing records from numerous data repositories. 

• Export data in a format that is useful 

The features of this program are many. Some of the most important are presented briefly:   

1. DBeaver supports multiple databases.  

2. Authentication is used to secure the interface with the corporate user management 

system. 

3. Enhanced Security — Authentication is used to secure the interface with the corporate 

user management system. 

4. Editing of data — Data may be edited from within the table (just like within a 

spreadsheet). 

5. SQL Editor — This is a program that allows you to edit SQL files.  More specifically, the 

user can design and perform adhoc SQL queries on the database. Scripts may also be 

loaded and saved as needed. Syntax highlighting and autocomplete are two of the SQL 

Editor's most popular features. 

6. Metadata browser — Users can change metadata objects depending on the 

capabilities of the database driver. For certain databases, the presentation of 

database items is based on object structure and also renames, modifies and even 

deletes connections. 

7. Data transmission — Data can be exported to a file or a database table while data 

from CSV files are instantly imported into a database table. XML, HTML, CSV, XLSX, 

XLS, and JSON are all supported file formats for database transfer. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of DBeaver are mentioned below: 

Advantages: 

• Choosing a colour for the connection 

• Support for several drivers is available. 

• SQL reformatting is built-in. 

• Cross-platform 

• Diagrams of entity-relationships are available.  
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Disadvantages:  

• It operates on a Java virtual machine and consumes a lot of RAM. 

• Icon design that is both complicated and counterintuitive.  

• Autocomplete is sluggish and ineffective. 
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4. Analysis 

4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the collected data after successfully running the code is presented, the 

operation code as well as the simultaneous use of the two scripts. More specifically, 

explanation of the gained data, the way that they are saved in the database, and different 

observations when the two codes operate simultaneously. In this part of the analysis visual 

representations are shown and examples i.e. tables and graphs, in addition to their analysis. 

Regarding the data gathering, there is no expected outcome. The purpose is to obtain the 

data that the server provides and use them accordingly. The Figures 22 and 23 are some 

examples on how the data can be used and the specific graphs that are created are not 

expected. The vehicles and the data in the following databases are taken in real time and such 

in a real life situation of a parking lot while no previous preparation has been done. Tests 

occurred only in the operation script when it has been used regarding the change/update of 

data.  

4.2.  Scheduler code 
The scheduler script runs continuously, and the data are acquired twice per minute, every 30 

seconds. With this in mind, numerous data will be collected and saved in the MySQL database. 

Afterwards, the user will be able to extract the collected data into various files. Some of the 

choices are CSV, HTML, JSON and others. 

4.2.1. Charger status database 

In Table 5, the saved data in the DBeaver database manager are presented by column: 

1. Id: In the first column, the “id” is located. It has no meaning but numbering every line 

in order to help the user search through the database more easily. 

2. Charge_point_id: The second column shows the id of each charger. In this case, two 

different ids can be seen which means that there are two chargers. 

3. Connector_id: In the third column, the id of each connector can be seen. In simpler 

words, connectors are the sockets which are used for charging. Every charger has two 

sockets, and this is the reason the only values in this column are “1” and “2”. 

4. Total_consumption_kwh: The third column shows the consumption, in kWh, during 

charging for a specific session. When a charger is not in use by a vehicle the value of 

the consumption is zero. 

5. Session_type: In the fifth column the session type is presented. By session id, it is 

meant the way a vehicle charges. In the figure, the “ThreePhase” means that the 

current charging session is done through three-phase charging. The other way of 

charging is one-phase while when there is no charging happening, the space remains 

empty (NULL). 

6. Status: The sixth column presents the status of each charger at a specific moment. 

Mainly this can be “Available”, when the no one charges, “Charging”, when a vehicle 

is charging, “Connected”, when a vehicle is connected to the charger, but no charging 

occurs. 
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7.  Start_time and end_time: These two columns show the date and time a charging has 

started and ended respectively. When no charging happens, the spaces in these two 

columns remain empty (NULL). 

8. Session_id: The ninth column of the specific part in the database shows the id of each 

session. When a vehicle starts to charge, a session id is generated by the charger in 

order to identify the specific charging. If the vehicle disconnects and reconnects, a 

new id will be shown. The reason for this id is to have a “name” for every charging and 

it can be used for multiple reasons such as payments for vehicle charging.  

9. Date_created: The last column shows the data when they were acquired. The reason 

for having this while there is already the “start_time” is because the latter is more 

difficult to understand and at the same time, it is generated by the server. It means 

that the time difference between regions may confuse the user. 

Table 5: Charger status. From left to right: Numbering of the lines, ids of the chargers, ids of the connectors, total energy 
consumption, charging phase-type, the status of the chargers, charging starting and ending times, id for each charging 
session, date and time the data were obtained in the database. 

 

By extracting the data in form of EXCEL, from the “Charger status” such as in Table 5, we can 

get various information about the energy consumption and understand them in a better way 

through graphs. 

An example can be seen in Figure 22. The data were gathered on the morning of the 6th of 

May 2022. In this graph, there are three vehicles, meaning three different cases of charging. 

Next to each “Vehicle” legend, in the parenthesis, it is the value of the connector the vehicle 

was connected to. On the x-axis, the time of the data extraction can be seen while on the left 

y-axis it is the energy consumption in kWh and in the right y-axis there is the power in W. The 

first vehicle (blue dotted line) begins to charge at 08:07 and manages to get 6kWh at 09:42 

when it stops charging. This most probably occurred because the batteries are fully charged. 

The solid blue line shows the power at each time for the same vehicle. Then the state changed 

from “Charging” to “Connected”, which means that is still connected to the charger, but it 

does not charge, and at 12:39 the vehicle was disconnected from the charger. At 08:56 the 

vehicle 2 is connected to the connector 1 (black dotted line) and gets disconnected at 09:59 

when it got 4 kWh of energy from the EV charger. The black solid line shows the power for the 

same charging time regarding vehicle 2. After about an hour, and more specifically at 11:08, 

another vehicle began its charging in connector 1 (green dotted line). The vehicle was 

disconnected at 12:54, again, when it has received 4 kWh of energy. Similarly, the green solid 

line shows the power during the charging of vehicle 3. There are some important observations 

regarding the different charging of the vehicles. The vehicle presented with the green line 

needs more time to charge and this happens because it charges slower compared with the 

blue and black dotted lines. The amperes of the green dotted line is about 9 A while for the 
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other two is about 15 A. Furthermore, the charging in the green dotted line is changing near 

the end. This happened because there was a Wi-Fi connection problem and as a result some 

data were missing. In general, the big jumps in the consumption correspond to the data 

obtained by the server. Charge Amps may make changes in this in order to have more accurate 

data regarding this part. 

 

Figure 22: Total consumption. On the left y-axis, the consumption in kWh can be seen and on the right y-axis there is the 
power in W while on the x-axis it is the time. The legend shows the different vehicles and the connector id in the 
parenthesis, while there are also the power curves of each vehicle. The exact charging start and end times are also pointed 
out. 

4.2.2. Measurements database 

By the time a vehicle is starting charging, then more information becomes available. This 

information is about each connector and the electrical part during the procedure. In Table 6 

the data in this database are presented:  

1. id: Similarly, as in the previous table, the “id” column is used to count the lines in the 

database. 

2. Phase: The second column presents the different phases that each socket has. “L1” is 

the “phase one” while “L2” and “L3” are the “phase two” and “phase three” 

respectively.  

3. Current: In the third column the corresponding current in Amperes, of each phase, can 

be seen. In this case, only the first phase is used at about 15 Amperes while the other 

two are almost zero.  

4. Voltage: The voltage of each phase can be seen in the fourth column. The voltage in 

Sweden is 230V and so, the values are close to this number. The voltage remains 

almost always the same and does not fluctuate as the current does.  

5. Connector_id: The fifth column contains the ids of the connectors which are the same 

as in Table 5, the sockets of each charger.  

6. Charge_point_id: The id of the charger can be seen in the sixth column. 

7. Comment: This column has been created for adding comments about any 

observations regarding values, remarkable changes and others, of the data. 

8. Session_id: Is the id of each charging session as in Table 5. 
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9. Date_created: The last column shows the date and time each data has been obtained 

as in Table 5. 

Table 6: Measurements. From left to right: Numbering of the lines, phases, current at this point, the voltage at this point, 
ids of the connectors, ids of the chargers, user’s comment section, id for each charging session, date and time the data were 
obtained in the database. 

 

In a similar way, data can be seen from the “Measurements” part such as in Table 6. In this 

case, different charging behaviors can be observed as in Figure 23. The data have been 

acquired at 5th of May 2022. The figure has the current in amperes on the y-axis while on the 

x-axis the time can be seen. The three phases are each line in the graph (blue, orange, grey). 

In Figure 23, in a different case, a vehicle gets connected at 13:29 and rapidly phase one (L1) 

reaches 15.4 A. The other two phases (L2 and L3) are 0.001 A and so this charging is considered 

as one-phase. The charging remains almost constant for about 45 minutes and at 14:17 the 

current decreases from 15A to about 3.5 A. At this point, it decreases close to 0 A and goes 

back to about 3.5 A every few minutes until the vehicle gets disconnected at 14:54. The reason 

for this behavior may be for maintenance reasons. Maybe the vehicle checks regularly if 

energy needed and at the same time to maintain its basic operations.     

 

Figure 23: Phases during charging. On the y-axis, the current in Amperes can be seen as well as the date and time on the x-
axis. The legend shows each phase. The starting/ending times are pointed and also the time where the great decrease 
occurs. 

4.3.  Test of the operation code 
The operation code is much smaller in size compared with the scheduler. As it is used only to 

update different functions of the charger, its operation is simple. In Figure 24, some 

experiments have been done using this code but observing the results in the 

“MyChargeSpace” portal. In the left side of Figure 24, in step 1, the connector 1 has been 

turned off. Successfully, the result can be seen in step 2 and more specifically by observing 
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and comparing the black circles in these two steps. At this point, in step 2 the connector 1 is 

turned on again while the status of the rfidLock is changed from open to closed. Similarly, in 

step 3 it can be seen that this change has been completed successfully by observing the locks 

in the red circles. 

In the right side of Figure 24, the maximum current limit is set from the default value to a 

different value, for example 10 A in this case. Default means that the vehicle can charge with 

the current it desires but cannot exceed the value of 32 A, which is the manufacturer's 

maximum general limit. As it is presented in step 4, the space is empty as there is no user's 

maximum limit but after it has been changed in the code, the value of 10 A appears in step 5. 

This change also ended in success.  

 

 

Figure 24: Connector status and cableLock change. Left side: The code was used to change the status of the connector 1 by 
changing it from “on” to “off” in steps 1 and 2 while in step 2 the cableLock has been changed from “on” to “off”, in step 3. 
Right side: Change of maximum current limit. The code was used to change the current limit from “No limit” (empty space) 

as can be seen in step 4, to 10 A as can be seen in step 5.  

 

4.4.  Simultaneous operation 
The use of the two scripts will happen at the same time in this part. The scheduler script will 

run constantly while the operation script will be used to change different data. Then, the 

data are presented in Figure 25. A vehicle was already using the charger by the time the 

scripts started to run, while the charging was done in three-phase. The experiment begins 

with decrease and then increase of the maximum current limit (black dotted line). For 

example, as it cane be seen in the figure, at about 9:43 the current limit is reduced from 

default (32A) to 8A. In this case, the specific vehicle chose to reduce the charging current 

(blue, orange and grey lines) from ∼15A to ∼3A. This continued until about 9:54 where the 

connector was turned off and then on. In this case it can be seen that the charging current 

dropped to 0A and then went up to ∼15A, respectively. As the manipulation of maximum 

current limit seemed interesting, more similar changes occurred of this limit. In the last step, 

locking and unlocking the rfidLock and the cableLock happened but nothing changed 

regarding the charging procedure. This was expected as the rfid and the cable locks have 

nothing to do with the charging of the vehicle. In general, for the specific vehicle, the 

difference between the maximum current limit and the corresponding charging current is in 

the range of 45% - 55%. The only exception is by setting the limit to 2A and then the 

charging current becomes 0A. 
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Figure 25: Testing of the simultaneous operation of both the scripts. The charging current in Amperes is in the y-axis and 
time is the x-axis. The legend shows the three phases as they are presented in the plot. The black dotted line shows the 
user΄s decrease/increase of maximum limit of the current at each corresponding moment and the exact values are shown 
with red numbers.  
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5. Conclusion 

5.1. Overall 
In this chapter, the explanation of the results is presented. The first part is the scheduler code, 

where various data have been collected. These data are numerous as the data obtained from 

the server is concerned. From Figure 22, it can be concluded that the consumption can be 

monitored at any time while if a vehicle stops charging but remains connected with the 

charger, it can be observed in the data. Also, various charging patterns can be studied with 

the use of these data. Such a pattern can be seen in Figure 23. In this figure, each phase can 

be monitored individually. In this case, the vehicle charges using a high current while in the 

end, it is just maintaining the system by moving from ∼0 A to ∼3 A. Different vehicles charge 

in different ways, and this was just an example of what to expect. In general, there is no 

control over the charging as the vehicle chooses the amount on current during the procedure. 

The second part includes the operation code where the changes and updates of some 

functions of the charger take place. In this case, the turn on and off of a connector took place. 

Afterwards, the rfidlock was turned off and on. As a last step, the maximum current limit has 

been changed from “No limit” (empty space in the figure) to 10A. All these can be seen in the 

Figures 24 and 25. These figures were part of the ”My Charge Space” portal and taken while 

the test was happening. This is proof that the change/update test was completed successfully, 

and the desired results were visible. The third part is the use of both the scheduler and the 

operation scripts at the same time. The scheduler was running constantly while changes were 

made in the operation. The whole procedure is explained step by step and the results can be 

seen in Figure 25. The vehicle in this case is adjusting the charging current when the maximum 

limit current is reduced. When the maximum limit was reduced to 2A the vehicle stopped 

charging meaning that below a certain limit, the procedure cannot continue. Afterwards, 

when the limit was increased the vehicle started charging again. All the changes were 

recognized by the charger and the vehicle immediately and this means that the general 

control can be done at once. Similarly, turning it off and on, had as a result the current reached 

0 A and ∼16 A right away. This continued in the next manipulation of the maximum current 

limit where the results are promising regarding the charger control, data collection and 

studying of any aspect. As mentioned before, the figure would look different if a different 

vehicle was charging. An important aspect includes that the difference between the current 

limit and the charging current is 45% - 55%. The maximum current limit will not be useful in 

the future as control over the charging current is needed. Every vehicle charge in different 

way and as a result, it gets affected differently by the changes that may applied over the 

charging current. 

5.2. Future work and potential future actions 
There are some actions which can be made from the ChargeAmps side in order to increase 

the data that can be acquired and the options for updating data. With these changes, a better 

information study and observation can occur while the data analysis, afterwards, will provide 

increased results that will be more accurate. Some, suggestions for the future are: 
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1. Even if the EV charger’s ISO 15118 is ready, the V2G technology is not possible. This 

happened because the functions have not been completed by “Charge Amps” yet. 

When it will become available, the charger will play the most important role in the 

energy control of vehicles, storage, buildings and the power grid. As the number of 

EVs is increasing, the grid will need to be handled accordingly as it may not always be 

able to cope with sudden energy changes. Therefore, with the V2G, this will be 

possible.  

2. Another desired feature that will be very helpful is the swapping between phases. If 

the EV charger has the ability to swap phases when it is needed this will balance the 

whole charging system. For example, when multiple vehicles are charging, either in 

one-phase or three-phase, the first phase will be overloaded as it is the primal phase. 

In a smart charging system, swapping between the phases on such occasions will help 

the system to stay under control. 

3. Some vehicles charge only in one-phase while others in three-phase. An additional 

desired feature that would be useful, is the control of when and which EV chargers 

will operate in one-phase mode or in three-phase mode. In combination with the 

phase swapping, the mode swapping will assist in the proper operation of the charger. 

4. One of the most needed aspects that needed to be able to get manipulated is the 

provided current. Up to now, only the maximum provided current to the vehicle can 

be adjusted but is not enough. By totally controlling the current, in times of need, this 

can be reduced or increased to match the needs either of the vehicles or of the power 

grid (V2G). The direct control of the current can help to achieve the perfect operation 

of a system and at the same time to avoid unwanted situations. 

5. Another feature that is not as important as the ones mentioned before is the 

manipulation of the current limit and the phases when the charger is offline. When 

the charger is not in use it would be helpful to use a different phase, as “phase one” 

in order to not overload the corresponding “phase one” used by the other chargers 

that are in use. Furthermore, by controlling the current, the user can minimize it to a 

point where it only keeps the charger in a state to become operational when needed 

and at the same time, help the system not to become overloaded. 
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Appendix 

A. Python operation code 
 

import requests 

import json 

from requests.structures import CaseInsensitiveDict 

 

 

api_url = "https://eapi.charge.space" 

 

 

session = requests.Session() 

 

 

 

def login(email, password): 

 headers  = {"Content-Type":"application/json","Accept": 

"application/json", "apiKey":" "} 

 login_url = api_url+"/api/v4/auth/login" 

 params = {"email":email, "password":password} 

 response = session.post(login_url, headers = headers, 

data=json.dumps(params)) 

 return response 

 

 

json_login = login(" ", " ").json()  

token = json_login['token'] 

 

headers = CaseInsensitiveDict() 

headers["Accept"] = "application/json" 

headers["Authorization"] = "Bearer "+str(token) 

headers["Accept"] = "application/json" 

 

 

 

def change_index(json): 

 for i in range(len(json)): 

  json[i]['id'] = json[i]['id'] 

  del json[i]['id'] 

 return json  

 

def charger_get(token):  

 url = api_url+"/api/v4/chargepoints/owned" 

 response = session.get(url, headers=headers) 

 return response 
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charger_get_json = charger_get(token).json() 

print("1st part - OWNED\n") 

print(charger_get_json) 

 

print("\n") 

 

  

def new_get_charge_points(token, id): 

 url = api_url+"/api/v4/chargepoints/"+str(id) 

 response = session.get(url, headers=headers, params={'expand': 

'settings'}) 

 return response; 

 

print("2nd Part\n") 

for i in range(len(charger_get_json)): 

 print("ChargerPoints - ", str(i)) 

 print(new_get_charge_points(token, 

charger_get_json[i]['id']).json()) 

 

 print("\n") 

 

 

def put_update_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId, 

maxCurrent, rfidLock, mode, cableLock): 

 url = 

api_url+"/api/v4/chargepoints/"+str(chargerPointId)+"/connectors/"+str(conn

ectorId)+"/settings" 

 todo = { 

    "chargePointId": str(chargerPointId), 

    "connectorId": connectorId, 

    "maxCurrent": maxCurrent, 

    "rfidLock": rfidLock, #Boolean 

    "mode": str(mode), # string 

    "cableLock": cableLock #Boolean 

 } 

 

 response = session.put(url, headers = headers, json=todo) 

 return response 

 

 

print ("******************** CONNECTOR UPDATE *************************\n") 

chargerPointId = "1903000191A" 

connectorId = 1 

res = put_update_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId, 

None, False, "On", False) 

print (res) 

 

chargerPointId = "1903000191A" 

connectorId = 2 

res = put_update_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId, 

None, False, "On", False) 

print (res) 

 

chargerPointId = "1903000196A" 

connectorId = 1 
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res = put_update_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId, 

None, False, "On", False) 

print (res) 

 

chargerPointId = "1903000196A" 

connectorId = 2 

res = put_update_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId, 

None, False, "On", False) 

print (res) 

 

def get_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId): 

 url = 

api_url+"/api/v4/chargepoints/"+str(chargerPointId)+"/connectors/"+str(conn

ectorId)+"/settings" 

 response = session.get(url, headers=headers) 

 return response 

 

 

print("***************************CONNECTOR SETTING GET 

********************\n") 

res =  get_connector_settings(token, chargerPointId, connectorId) 

print(res.json()) 

 

B. Python scheduler code 
 

import requests 

import argparse 

import json 

from requests.structures import CaseInsensitiveDict 

from apscheduler.schedulers.blocking import BlockingScheduler 

import time 

from sqlalchemy import create_engine 

from sqlalchemy.ext.declarative import declarative_base 

from sqlalchemy.types import Integer, String, Boolean, Numeric, Float 

from sqlalchemy import Table, Column, ForeignKey, DateTime 

from sqlalchemy.orm import sessionmaker, relationship 

from pprint import pprint 

 

import datetime 

 

sched = BlockingScheduler()                                # 

BlockingScheduler: use when the scheduler is the only thing running in your 

process 

session = requests.Session()                               # Create a 

session object 

Base = declarative_base()                                  # Constructs a 

base class for declarative class definitions. Then, a new Table and 

mapper() will have been generated. 

 

api_url = "https://eapi.charge.space" 

email = " " 

password = " " 
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engine = create_engine(' ')   #  Engine provides access to a Connection. 

Connection provides services for execution of SQL statements as well as 

transaction . "create engine" sets up an engine object which is 

subsequently used to perform SQL operations 

 

 

 

class ChargePointStatus(Base):                             # A class 

defines the structure of all objects 

    __tablename__ = 'charge_point_status'                  # Tablename 

indicates the name of a Table 

 

 

    id = Column(String(128), primary_key=True)            # Create a column 

of id that is a string + its unique identification 

    status = Column('status', String(128))                # Similarly, a 

column for status that is a string 

     

 

    def __init__(self, id, status):                       # Init lets the 

class initialize the object’s attributes, the 2 attributes are the id and 

status 

     self.id = id                                      # With self we 

access the attributes and methods of the class. Holds the information of id 

and status 

     self.status = status 

 

 

class ConnectorStatus(Base): 

 

 __tablename__ = 'connector_status' 

 

 id=Column(Integer, primary_key=True, autoincrement=True)    # 

Autoincrement allows a unique number to be generated automatically when a 

new record is inserted into a table 

 chargerPointId = Column('charge_point_id', String(128)) 

 connectorId = Column('connector_id', Numeric) 

 totalConsumption = Column('total_consumption_kwh', Numeric) 

 sessionType = Column('session_type', String(128)) 

 status = Column('status', String(128)) 

 startTime = Column('start_time', String(256)) 

 endTime = Column('end_time', String(256)) 

 sessionId = Column('session_id', Numeric) 

 dateCreated = Column('date_created', DateTime, 

default=datetime.datetime.now)   # Datetime allows to work with dates as 

date objects 

 

 

 def __init__(self, chargerPointId, connectorId, totalConsumption, 

sessionType, status, startTime, endTime, sessionId): 

 

  self.chargerPointId = chargerPointId 

  self.connectorId = connectorId 

  self.totalConsumption = totalConsumption 

  self.sessionType = sessionType 

  self.status = status 
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  self.startTime = startTime 

  self.endTime = endTime 

  self.sessionId = sessionId 

 

 

class Measurement(Base): 

 

 __tablename__ = 'measurement' 

 

 id=Column(Integer, primary_key=True, autoincrement=True) 

 phase = Column('phase',  String(128)) 

 current = Column('current', Float) 

 voltage = Column('voltage', Float) 

 connectorId = Column('connector_id', Numeric) 

 chargePointId = Column('charge_point_id', String(128)) 

 comment = Column('comment', String(15000)) 

 sessionId = Column('session_id', Numeric) 

 dateCreated = Column('date_created', DateTime, 

default=datetime.datetime.now) 

 

 def __init__(self, phase, current, voltage, connectorId, 

chargePointId, comment, sessionId): 

 

  self.phase = phase 

  self.current = current 

  self.voltage = voltage 

  self.connectorId = connectorId 

  self.chargePointId = chargePointId 

  self.comment = comment 

  self.sessionId = sessionId 

 

 

 

databaseSession = sessionmaker(bind = engine)             # Use 

sessionmaker bound to a certain engine that produces a session that is 

instead bound to a specific connection procured from that engine 

dbs = databaseSession() 

Base.metadata.create_all(engine, checkfirst=True)         # Each Table 

object is a member of larger collection known as MetaData and this object 

is available using the .metadata attribute of declarative base class. The 

MetaData.create_all() method is, passing in our Engine as a source of 

database connectivity. For all tables that haven’t been created yet, it 

issues CREATE TABLE statements to the database 

 

# TAKING THE CREDENTIAL AND RETURNING THE TOKEN 

def login(email, password): 

 headers  = {"Content-Type":"application/json","Accept": 

"application/json", "apiKey":" "} # Type of the content in json format 

 login_url = api_url+"/api/v3/auth/login"             # To login the 

api url + the login endpoint are used 

 params = {"email":email, "password":password}        # The login 

parameters needed in the json part are the email and password 

 response = session.post(login_url, headers = headers, 

data=json.dumps(params)).json() # Post session using the login url, the 

headers as the headers previously defined and 'data' are the parameters 

converted into json format 
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 return response['token']                             # The response 

needed is the token 

 

def arrange_header(token): 

 headers = CaseInsensitiveDict()                       # Web url for 

calling always requires a header. To match the 'our headers' to 'required 

headers' we need to use caseinsenstivedict. 

 headers["Accept"] = "application/json"                # The 

"Controls Accepted header" is in format of "application/json" in the 

swagger code 

 headers["Authorization"] = "Bearer "+str(token)       # The Bearer 

+ token is needed to have access in the "Authorization" part 

 headers["Accept"] = "application/json" 

 return headers; 

 

#Taking the token and returns the chargepoint's detail 

def charge_owned(token, headers): 

 url = api_url+"/api/v3/chargepoints/owned" 

 response = session.get(url, headers=headers) 

 return response.json() 

 

#Taking token and the charge point id and returns the charge_point_status 

detail 

def charge_point_status(token, headers, chargePointId): 

 url = api_url+"/api/v3/chargepoints/"+str(chargePointId)+"/status" 

 response = session.get(url, headers=headers) 

 return response.json() 

 

#This is where we call the web services, we get the json data and parse it 

and then save it into relational db that we created 

def parse_and_save(token, headers, owned):               # Parse and save 

is the analysis of the data into logical syntactic components and then 

saving them 

 chargeIds = [] 

 for i in range(len(owned)):                          # for i in the 

range of the length of the owned 

  chargeIds.append(owned[i]['id'])                 # The 

"append" adds a single item to the existing list 

 

 for i in range(len(chargeIds)): 

  cpsr = charge_point_status(token, headers, chargeIds[i]) 

  cps = ChargePointStatus(cpsr['id'], cpsr['status']) 

   

  dbs.merge(cps)                                  # Merges 

the cps in the database 

  dbs.commit()                                    # Commit 

the changes made to the database+ 

 

  if cpsr['connectorStatuses'] != None: 

   for item in cpsr['connectorStatuses']: 

    cs = ConnectorStatus(item['chargePointId'], 

item['connectorId'], item['totalConsumptionKwh'], item['sessionType'],  

     item['status'], item['startTime'], 

item['endTime'], item['sessionId']) 

    dbs.merge(cs) 

    dbs.commit()  
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    if item['measurements'] != None: 

     for im in item['measurements']: 

      m = Measurement(im['phase'], 

im['current'], im['voltage'], item['connectorId'], 

item['chargePointId'],'', item['sessionId']) 

      dbs.merge(m) 

      dbs.commit() 

 

   

## FUNCTION CALLS FOR FLOW 

#token  = login(email, password) 

#headers = arrange_header(token) 

#owned = charge_owned(token, headers) 

#parse_and_save(token, headers, owned) 

 

# Loop every 30 seconds 

@sched.scheduled_job('interval', seconds=30)             # "interval" is 

used when we want to run the loop at fixed intervals of time 

def charger_get_event(): 

 

 

 print("Process begin") 

 token = login(email, password) 

 headers = arrange_header(token) 

 owned = charge_owned(token, headers) 

 parse_and_save(token, headers, owned) 

 print ("Process end") 

 

 

sched.start()                                           # Start the 

scheduler 

 

 

 


